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Abstract

The MPI Standard supports derived datatypes, which allow users to describe noncontiguous memory layout and communicate noncontiguous data with a single communication function. This feature enables an MPI implementation to optimize the transfer of noncontiguous data. In practice, however, few MPI implementations implement derived datatypes in a way that performs better than what the user can achieve by manually packing data into a contiguous buffer and then calling an MPI function. In this paper, we present a technique for improving the performance of derived datatypes by automatically using packing algorithms that are optimized for memory-access cost. The packing algorithms use memory-optimization techniques that the user cannot apply easily without advanced knowledge of the memory architecture. We present performance results for a matrix-transpose example that demonstrate that our implementation of derived datatypes significantly outperforms both manual packing by the user and the existing derived-datatype code in the MPI implementation (MPICH).

1. Introduction

The MPI (Message Passing Interface) Standard is widely used in parallel computing for writing distributed-memory parallel programs [1,2]. MPI has a number of features that provide both convenience and high performance. One of the important features is the concept of derived datatypes. Derived datatypes enable users to describe noncontiguous memory layouts compactly and to use this compact representation in MPI communication functions. Derived datatypes also enable an MPI implementation to optimize the transfer of noncontiguous data. For example, if the underlying communication mechanism supports noncontiguous data transfers, the MPI implementation can communicate the data directly without packing it into a contiguous buffer. On the other hand, if packing into a contiguous buffer is necessary, the MPI implementation can pack the data and send it contiguously. In practice, however, many MPI implementations perform poorly with derived datatypes—to the extent that users often resort to packing the data manually into a contiguous buffer and then calling MPI. Such usage clearly defeats the purpose of having derived datatypes in the MPI Standard. Since noncontiguous communication occurs commonly in many applications (for example, fast Fourier transform, array redistribution, and finite-element codes), improving the performance of derived datatypes has significant value.

The performance of derived datatypes can be improved in two ways. One way is to improve the data structures used to store derived datatypes internally in the MPI implementation, so that, in an MPI communication call, the implementation can quickly decode the information represented by the datatype. Research has already been done in this area, mainly in using data structures that allow a stack-based approach to parsing a datatype, rather than making recursive
function calls, which are expensive [3,4]. Another area for improvement is to use optimized algorithms for packing noncontiguous data into a contiguous buffer in a way that the user could not do easily without advanced knowledge of the memory architecture. This latter area is the focus of this paper. To our knowledge, no other MPI implementations use memory-optimization techniques for packing noncontiguous data in their derived-datatype code (for example, see the results with IBM’s MPI in Figure 8).

Interprocess communication can be considered as a combination of memory communication and network communication as defined in [5]. Memory communication (or memory copying) is the transfer of data from the user’s buffer to the local network buffer (or shared-memory buffer) and vice versa. Network communication is the movement of data between source and destination network buffers. Much research has been devoted to improving the performance of networks with the assumption that network communication is the main contribution to communication cost. But with the rapid improvements in network technology, the proportion of these overheads has changed, and memory communication has become a significant factor in the overall communication. Therefore, limiting the cost of memory accesses can significantly improve the overall communication time, as we demonstrate in this paper. The key to improving the memory-access performance is to exploit advanced memory hierarchies in modern computer architectures. Doing so directly is difficult for users because they are often unaware of architectural details, and these details vary from machine to machine. We do the memory optimizations automatically at the library level in our memory-conscious implementation of derived datatypes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work in this area. Section 3 presents a motivating example that illustrates the performance improvements possible with memory optimization. In Section 4, we quantify memory-communication costs by using the Memory-LogP model. Section 5 describes how we use memory-optimized algorithms to improve the performance of derived datatypes. Performance results are presented in Section 6, followed by conclusions and a discussion of future work in Section 7.

All the experiments reported in this paper, except for the results in Figure 8 with IBM’s MPI, were performed on an SGI Origin2000 at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications. This machine has a cc-NUMA architecture and runs IRIX 6.5.14 as the operating system. Each node of the machine has two MIPS R10000 processors [6] running at 195 MHz. Each processor has a 32 KB two-way set-associative and two-way interleaved primary (L1) cache and a 4 MB off-chip secondary cache. The MIPS R10000 processor has two on-chip 32-bit registers to count 30 distinct hardware events. In our experiments, we measured the events related to total cycles (event 0), graduated instructions (event 17), memory data loads graduated (event 18), memory data stores graduated (event 19), L1 cache misses (event 25), and L2 cache misses (event 26). The MPI implementation we used is MPICH-1.2.5 with the shared-memory device.

2. Related Work

Prior research related to this paper falls into two main categories: improving the performance of MPI derived datatypes and improving the memory performance of algorithms.

Träff et al. describe a technique, called flattening on the fly, for improving the performance of derived datatypes [3]. This method aims to minimize the use of expensive recursive function calls to parse a derived datatype in the MPI implementation by using a stack-based approach. Gropp et al. [4] provide a taxonomy of MPI derived datatypes based on their memory-access
patterns and describe how to implement those patterns efficiently, also using a stack-based approach. Neither of these efforts uses advanced memory-optimization techniques for packing derived datatypes as we do.

Much research has been performed by the compiler and algorithms community on improving memory-hierarchy performance by using techniques such as loop transformation, array padding, and cache blocking [7,8,9], and we use some of these optimizations in our optimized packing algorithms. Many compilers use some of these optimizations to improve code performance. However, longer compile times and dynamic behavior of data accesses limit the performance improvement that a compiler can obtain. Many software libraries have been developed, particularly for numerical software, that use advanced memory-optimization techniques, for example, the portable LAPACK library [10] and the ESSL and PESSL libraries on IBM machines [11]. ATLAS (Automatically Tuned Linear Algebra Software) is an approach for automatically generating optimized numerical software on machines with deep memory hierarchies [12].

3. Motivating Example

We use a matrix-transpose example to demonstrate the benefits of memory optimization and to demonstrate that a compiler by itself cannot perform all these optimizations; in other words, the code must be optimized in the first place. We compare the performance of two programs that perform matrix transpose (MT): an MPI program with derived datatypes in which the MPI implementation does its usual unoptimized packing of transferred data (leaving all optimizations to the compiler) and another MPI program in which we manually pack data in a memory-optimized fashion before communication, without using derived datatypes. For both programs, we isolate and measure the memory-communication cost by running the programs as a single-process application, and we measure the performance with different compiler optimizations.

The SGI MIPSpro compiler [13] offers a gamut of general-purpose and architecture-specific optimizations to improve performance, including loop-nest optimization, software pipelining, and interprocedural analysis. The O2 optimization flag turns on all global optimizations, such as dead-code elimination, loop normalization, and memory-alias analysis. The Ofast flag turns on all optimizations related to loop nesting, such as loop unrolling, loop interchange, loop blocking, and memory prefetch.

The manual-packing program uses external array padding and cache blocking. In array padding, an array is extended in size to reduce the number of memory-system conflicts by adding a new column to the original array. Cache blocking aims to reuse as much as possible the data elements already loaded into the cache before they are replaced by new elements. We chose a blocking size such that the whole block fits into the cache. We chose five sizes of matrices: 512*512, 1024*1024, 2048*2048, 4096*4096, and 8192*8192, where each element of the array is an 8-byte word. We measured performance for the following scenarios:

- Simple MPI implementation of MT using derived datatypes
  - a. compilation of MT using –O2 optimizations (default)
    - i. –O2 compilation of MPICH derived datatype source code [sO2/mpiO2]
  - b. compilation of MT using –Ofast optimizations
    - i. –O2 compilation of MPICH derived datatype source code [sO2/mpiOfast]
    - ii. –Ofast compilation of MPICH derived datatype source code [sOfast/mpiOfast]

- MT with manually optimized pack and unpack (default –O2 MPICH compilation)
  - a. compilation of MT using –O2 optimizations (default) [mO2]
b. compilation of MT using -O2 optimizations + cache blocking [mO2cb]
c. compilation of MT using -Ofast optimizations [mOfast]
d. compilation of MT using -Ofast optimizations + cache blocking [mOfastcb]

Figure 1 shows the overall cost in cycles per memory reference (the lower the better) for both programs with various combinations of options of the SGI MIPSpro compiler. Predictably, the manual implementation of the packing algorithm outperforms the compiler-generated code for derived datatypes in MPICH. Code compiled with the default optimizations (-O2) performs the worst for all data sizes; code compiled with -Ofast performs better in most cases. Memory-optimized programming with cache blocking and array padding provides a speedup ranging from 380% to 550% for various data sizes versus the MPICH derived-datatypes version.

![Comparison of performance for various implementations of Matrix Transpose](image)

Figure 1. Performance gain with memory-conscious programming. The transpose operation with the use of manual array padding and cache blocking provides a speedup of 380% to 550% versus the original MPICH derived-datatypes version.

4. Quantifying Memory-Communication Cost

Parallel communication models such as LogP [14] focus on network communication, with limited consideration of memory communication. Recently, the LogP model was extended to incorporate memory-communication cost [5]. The Memory-LogP model formally characterizes the memory-communication cost under four parameters: \( l \): the effective latency, defined as the length of time the processor is engaged in transmission or reception of a message due to the influence of data size (s) and distribution (d), \( l=f(s,d) \); \( o \): the overhead, defined as the length of time the processor is engaged in transmission or reception of an ideally distributed (contiguous) message (during this time, the processor cannot perform other operations); \( g \): the gap, defined as the minimum time interval between consecutive message receptions at the processor (the reciprocal of \( g \) corresponds to the available per processor); and \( P \): the number of processor/memory modules (point-to-point communication in the memory hierarchy implies \( P=1 \)). Detailed information about the Memory-LogP model can be found in [5].

The memory-communication cost for sending a data segment depends on architectural parameters, such as cache capacity, and code characteristics, such as data distribution, as
explained in the Memory-LogP model. In general, the overall communication cost includes data-collection overhead, the cost of data copying to the network buffer, the cost of data forwarding to the receiver (network-communication cost), and other costs added by the middleware implementation. When data distribution in memory is noncontiguous, the data is typically collected into a contiguous buffer before being copied to the network buffer. This process adds extra buffering overhead to the overall communication cost and is implementation dependent.

We can quantify the memory-communication overhead as follows. According to Memory-LogP (for P=1), we divide the overall communication cost into three parts: basic contiguous data-copying cost (o), memory-communication cost (l), and the network-communication cost (L). The memory-communication cost is further classified as data-packing overhead (l_p) and middleware-induced overhead (l_m). The middleware-induced overhead includes all other costs, such as extra buffer-copying cost, handshaking overhead between source and destination processes (if there is any), and load-imbalance costs.

\[ \text{Communication overhead} = o + l_p + l_m + L \]

We measured each of these costs as follows. The basic data-copying cost (o) is the cost of copying a contiguous data between two buffers. The network-communication cost (L) is calculated by subtracting (o) from the cost of communicating a contiguous message between two processes. The cost of reading data noncontiguously from a buffer and writing it into a contiguous buffer includes data-packing cost (l_p) and the basic overhead (o). Subtracting (o) from this cost gives the data-packing cost (l_p). The middleware-induced cost (l_m) is calculated by subtracting the sum of other costs \((o + l_p + L)\) from the overall communication cost. The results for a matrix-transpose algorithm with derived datatypes are shown in Figure 2. It shows that the basic-copying cost (o) and network-communication cost (L) are relatively constant per data reference. In contrast, data-packing and middleware-induced costs grow significantly with data size. In this paper, we aim to reduce the data-packing cost of the overall memory-communication cost.

![Quantification of communication overhead](image)

Figure 2. Memory-communication cost for a matrix-transpose algorithm is classified into basic contiguous overhead, data-packing cost, and middleware-induced cost. The network-communication cost is also shown.
5. Optimizing MPI Derived Datatypes

In this section we describe how we automatically use memory-optimized packing algorithms to implement MPI derived datatypes.

5.1. Overview of Optimization Technique

Figure 3 illustrates the procedure for optimizing sends with derived datatypes. The profiling interface in MPI [1] provides a convenient way for us to insert our code in an implementation-independent fashion as follows. Every function in MPI is available under two names, MPI_ and PMPI_. User programs use the MPI_ version of the function, for example, MPI_Send. We intercept the user's call to MPI_Send by implementing our own MPI_Send function in which we do the datatype packing (if necessary) and then call PMPI_Send to do the data communication. As a result, application programs don't need to be recompiled; they need only to be relinked with our version of the MPI functions appearing before the MPI library in the link command line. We currently interpret derived datatypes by accessing the internal data structures used by MPICH. However, we plan to adopt an implementation-independent way by using the datatype-decoder functions from MPI-2, namely, MPI_Type_get_envelope and MPI_Type_get_contents. In our implementation of MPI_Send, we first determine...
whether the datatype passed is a basic (predefined) datatype or a derived datatype. If it is a basic
datatype, we simply call \texttt{MPI\_Send} as no packing is needed. For a derived datatype, we first
determine whether any performance improvement is possible for the access pattern represented
by the datatype as described below.

5.2 Is Performance Improvement Possible?

Memory performance degrades significantly when the program cannot reuse the data already
loaded in various levels of the memory hierarchy. We observe in Figure 2 that the data-packing
overhead (\(l_p\)) increases after data size 2 MB. Cache reuse degrades when the number of cache
lines required to be loaded for the working set of data is more than the available number of cache
lines. Reuse of the Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) degrades when the number of page
entries required is more than the number of entries the TLB can hold. The TLB typically contains
a small number of entries (128 on the Origin2000), which result in more misses when the number of
pages required is higher than this number. Therefore, to determine whether any performance
improvement is possible, we use the metric of determining whether there will be any TLB misses
for a naïve (unoptimized) data-packing algorithm for the given data size. For this purpose, we
need to know the number of page entries that will be required to be loaded into the TLB. For a
noncontiguous access with fixed block size and fixed stride, this number can be determined as
follows.

Let \(W\) be the size in bytes of each contiguous block, \(S\) be the stride in bytes between the start
of two consecutive contiguous blocks of data, \(n\) be the number of references to contiguous blocks
of data in the innermost loop, \(P_s\) be the page size in bytes, and \(T_p\) be the maximum number of
entries the TLB can hold. If \(P_s \geq S\), each page contains \(\left\lceil \frac{P}{S} \right\rceil\) references. The number of pages
required \(R_p\) can be calculated as follows:

\[
R_p = \left\lceil \frac{n}{P} \right\rceil \quad \text{if } P_s \geq S, \quad \text{and } R_p = n \left\lfloor \frac{W}{P_s} \right\rfloor \quad \text{if } P_s < S.
\]

If \(R_p < T_p\), the entire data to be accessed, including the stride, can be mapped by TLB; that is,
there are no TLB misses. In this case, we assume that no performance optimization is possible,
and we simply call \texttt{MPI\_Send}. But if \(R_p \geq T_p\) and if the access pattern represented by the
datatype includes out-of-order accesses, some of the pages mapped would be replaced before they
are completely used. In this case, we use our optimized packing algorithm that uses cache
blocking to ensure better reuse of mapped pages.

5.3 Choosing a Block Size

After determining that performance improvement is achievable, performance-optimization
parameters (such as block size for cache blocking) are calculated. Lam et al. [7] have shown that
the block size has a significant effect on blocking algorithms. Choosing the optimal block size,
however, is difficult. Temam et al. [15] propose an analytical approach to calculate block size by
taking into consideration all three types of cache misses: compulsory, capacity, and conflict
misses. This method has significant overhead in estimating the parameters accurately.

Instead of trying to find the optimal block size, we simply aim to choose a block size that
avoids the worst performance. Specifically, because of the high cost of TLB misses [16] and the
relatively small size of the TLB, we decided to choose a block size that minimizes TLB misses. In our implementation, we choose a block size that accommodates TLB mapping, noncontiguous array accesses, and the other variables in the program. We use half the TLB entries \((T_p / 2)\) to map the block and the other half to accommodate the contiguous buffer and other loop variables. In other words, we use a block size that will consume half the entries in the TLB. We determine the TLB size for a given system by running a microbenchmark developed by Saavedra et al. [17]. The page size is determined by using the system command `getpagesize`.

5.4 Choosing a Packing Function

Based on the data-access pattern represented by a datatype, we choose a predefined packing function and plug in the memory-optimization parameters. To select a function, we classify access patterns into combinations defined by contiguous or noncontiguous accesses with fixed or variable block sizes and fixed or variable strides. For each of these combinations we use a predetermined packing function with architecture-dependent parameters. The data is packed into a contiguous buffer with the selected packing function, and we then call \texttt{PMPI\_Send} with the contiguous buffer. Figure 4 shows the current implementation of \texttt{MPI\_Send} in MPICH, and Figure 5 shows our implementation with the packing optimizations.

\begin{verbatim}
MPI_Send (data, datatype, dest)
{
    if (datatype is basic datatype)
    {
        Send (data) to the network buffer.
    }
    else (datatype is derived datatype)
    {
        /* MPI\_Pack () cost is staggeringly high for large 
           data sets and powers-of-2 dimension arrays */

        MPI\_Pack (data, datatype, buffer);
        Send (buffer) to the network buffer.
    }
}
\end{verbatim}

Figure 4. Current implementation of \texttt{MPI\_Send} in MPICH

6. Performance Evaluation

This section presents performance results for the matrix-transpose example. We compare the performance of three cases: original MPICH with derived datatypes, original MPICH with manual (unoptimized) packing by the user (no derived datatypes), and derived datatypes with our optimized packing algorithm. To describe the transpose operation with a derived datatype, we use a datatype that is a vector of vectors (vectors of columns in an array). We use a ping-pong operation to measure performance. A process sends a message with a derived datatype representing the transpose, and the destination process receives it contiguously. The destination process then sends back the data with the same derived datatype to the first process, which receives it contiguously. The time is measured at the first process and halved to find the communication cost for one complete data transfer. We run a few iterations of the program and find the minimum time.
In the optimized packing algorithm, cache blocking is used only if the number of pages required to be loaded in the TLB is more than the available TLB entries. For the MIPS R10000 processor on the Origin2000, the number of TLB entries is 128, and the page size is 16 KB. For matrix transpose, the number of pages required is more than the available TLB entries for arrays of size larger than \(512\times512\) double-precision numbers (data size is 2 MB).

Figure 6 shows the performance of the three cases in terms of the number of clock cycles per memory reference. For small data sizes, where we do not use cache blocking, the performance of the three methods is almost the same. But once the data size is 8 MB or larger, where cache blocking comes into effect, our optimized implementation significantly outperforms both original MPICH and manual packing, and the performance improvement is greater as the data size increases.
Figure 6. Performance improvement with optimized implementation of derived datatypes

Figure 7 shows the overall communication bandwidth achieved for the same example with original MPICH and the memory-optimized version. For higher data sizes, the bandwidth achieved by original MPICH decreases considerably, whereas the bandwidth with the memory-optimized version decreases only slightly and is as much as 85% higher than the original MPICH bandwidth.

Figure 7. Bandwidth improvement with the optimized implementation

To see how memory-optimized packing performs compared with derived datatypes in a vendor MPI implementation, we ran some experiments on the IBM SP at the San Diego Supercomputer Center. We used IBM’s MPI to run three versions of the matrix-transpose program: derived datatypes, manual unoptimized packing, and manual memory-optimized packing. The results are
shown in Figure 8. For large data sizes, the program that uses manual memory-optimized packing takes significantly lower time than both the derived-datatypes version and the one with manual unoptimized packing. These results demonstrate that vendor MPI implementations also stand to gain by using memory-optimized packing.

![Performance with IBM's MPI](image.png)

Figure 8. Performance of matrix transpose with IBM’s MPI

7. Conclusions and Future Work

We have described a technique for improving the performance of MPI derived datatypes by using packing algorithms that are optimized for advanced hierarchical memory systems on modern machines. The optimized algorithms are selected automatically in the implementation of derived datatypes. The algorithms are parameterized with various architecture-specific parameters (for example, block size and TLB size), which are determined separately for different systems. By using these optimized algorithms, we obtained significantly higher performance than both the MPI implementation and manual packing by the user. This result is significant because it will improve the communication performance of many applications that perform noncontiguous communication.

We plan to extend this work in a number of areas. We will extend the optimizations to include loop optimizations, such as loop interchange and loop unrolling, as well as specific optimizations to reduce L1 and L2 cache misses. We will incorporate this datatype-optimization scheme in MPICH2, which is an all-new implementation of MPI that will eventually replace MPICH-1. MPICH2 uses more efficient data structures and a stack-based method for implementing derived datatypes, compared with the recursive-function-call approach used in MPICH-1. The new scheme is an extension of the work described in [4]. We believe that the new stack-based data structures combined with the memory-optimized data packing described in this paper will result in a very high performance implementation of derived datatypes.

We also plan to study the performance on other systems and with other applications, such as FFT, unstructured mesh codes, 3D nearest-neighbor communication, and array redistribution.
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